We are urgently in need of engineering design patterns for ubiquitous computing. UBICOMP threatens us with a grand dose of the 'Interconnectedness of everything' and so even the smartest of systems designers cannot hold all the factors in mind when building and deploying a UBICOMP application. Human factors, technology change and unexpected environmental circumstances mean that we need to equip the engineer with ready-made toolkits based on sound underlying principles that have been verified through more formal and societal testing than has been necessary hitherto in many successful software projects.
-We do not have a methodology to design or understand systems of loosely integrated agents. -We are dealing in mixed reality where there are both sensors and actuators. We are not used to modelling the state of external physical world at the same time as programs. -We do not have appropriate models of or design patterns for ownership.
-We do not commonly consider energy consumption in these systems, yet many are dependent on batteries, and we are under pressure to accommodate such considerations strongly in designs.
In general, we need a way to model, engineer and understand a society of devices embedded in a society of humans, embedded in a real physical world. Such models would go far beyond the current distributed systems engineering frameworks, viewpoints and transparencies. Once such models are uncovered, they may be mapped into design patterns-many of these may resemble natural systems. Hence, interdisciplinary research with natural biology may be an essential element for this challenge.
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